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As a visual artist I am often drawn to seemingly forgotten
and overlooked phenomena: to that which takes place at
the corner of the eye. Arriving in Gagnef last summer to
encounter the legacy of Ottilia Adelborg was therefore
quite intriguing. Who was she, and what drove her in
her comprehensive artistic endeavour? Presented with
her collection of newspaper clippings, mounted on archival sheets in eighteen cardboard boxes, I decided to
work my way through the material. What would it tell
me about Adelborg and her time, filtered through the
eyes of our own? How can we use history to catch sight
of the present?
The aim of this publication, shaped as a newspaper, is
to offer a glimpse into Adelborg’s extensive and slightly
random collection of magazine- and newspaper fragments. Developed in close collaboration with artist and
researcher Jacek Smolicki, the graphic design, selection
and treatment of images have been divided into four categories. One is full-page reproductions of archival sheets
directly from Adelborg’s own boxes, showing her way of
arranging and marking up these sheets. Two other categories consist of collages or grids made up of images
from the boxes, however rearranged into new proposed
categories. We have also included full-page reproductions from two unsorted boxes. All archival sheets, and
the photos and image reproductions in the unsorted
boxes, were photographed by Malin Pettersson Öberg at
the Ottilia Adelborg Museum in Gagnef in 2017. Images are reproduced in black and white.
Among the text contributions, curator and project manager Sara Rossling pursues the enquiry into Adelborg’s biography and “archival impulses” in her text The Collector.
Curator and writer Camilla Larsson approaches the historical turn of our time and links artists’ moods and methods over generations through a focus on dialogue, correspondence and travel. Her text is entitled Ottilia Adelborg
Today: Notes on Contemporary Art and “Preposterous History” Revisited. Last but not least, in his text Ottilia Adelborg, Para-archivist, Jacek Smolicki reflects on Adelborg’s
work through the tracing of historical and contemporary
transformations of the archive and archiving practices.
Acts of collecting and archiving, whether carried out by
artists, ethnographers, archivists or more or less professional collectors of various sort, might be regarded with
suspicion. Words such as “nostalgia” or “reactionism”
are sometimes used, alongside accusations of lingering
on the past instead of progressively taking on the future.
To me, Ottilia Adelborg’s “archival impulse” speaks of a
strong curiosity and sensitivity towards the surrounding
world: a will to reach out and understand more about
the processes of change that we are constantly immersed
in, about our own “place” in relation to that of others.
Perhaps collecting and archiving can be seen as a way to
take responsibility?
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The Collector
by Sara Rossling
In one of Ottilia Adelborg’s self made archive boxes, labelled Sweden’s Landscape, Trees and Boats, there is a newspaper clipping from a youth’s national championship in
shooting. The black and white photograph shows a young
man in profile, half kneeling with one leg stretched out
supporting his arm holding the rifle he is aiming with.
Adelborg has separated image and caption from each
other and re-arranged them into a new composition. The
pieces are carefully mounted and glued on a stiff brown
carton paper sheet with the same dimensions as the box.
Adelborg´s new composition makes the two clippings´
shared origin less obvious. The cut out picture becomes
elevated and evoke connotations beyond the context of
the newspaper. The sheet is classified “Sweden, Norrland”
with pencil and dated “Sv. Dagbl. Sept. 1935 “, about half
a year before she passed away. Every detail in her montage
is carried out in a meticulous way which makes me think
of a professional archivist who preserves documents.
The box contains about thirty archival sheets with different montages made from various clippings referring to
places around Sweden and to phenomena that fascinated
the artist, illustrator and author Ottilia Adelborg. Windmills, large oak trees, images of sublime nature, ships and
portraits of Sápmi people. There is also a picture of the
peculiar building Wiks castle in Uppland. Originally a
medieval defence castle, renovated in the French style of
the 15th century and again in the 1850s in the shift between neoclassicism and empire style.
In total there are about twenty archive boxes fabricated
by Adelborg. They were mostly made during the period
she spent living in Gagnef, between 1903-1936. Today
the boxes are kept in the archive of the Ottilia Adelborg
Museum in Gagnef where also many of Adelborg´s private belongings can be found. Therefore, the boxes´ status
is somehow hard to define, but they very much speak the
professional language of museology. They contain assembled compositions of images labelled and organised into
various topics and categories such as folklife culture, history, prehistory, different countries, exotic places, art, architecture, churches and sacred objects, textiles and lace.
The clippings stem mostly from newspapers and magazines that Adelborg purchased. She also saved acquisited
postcards from her journeys and other image material.
Adelborg was a collector of many things, primarily lace
and cultural artefacts but also various magazines. Many
of them are stored together with the boxes.
It is a quite comprehensive collection of journals for a
person with limited resources who lived in Gagnef in the
early 19th century. Adelborg subscribed to both Swedish
and international magazines such as Fataburen, Lantbruktidskrift för Dalarna (Agricultural Journal for Dalarna),
Tidskrift för hembygdsvård (Journal about preservation of
local history and architecture), Nordisk Tidskrift (Nordic
Journal), Hemslöjden (The Handicraft), Nordiska museets
minnesblad (The Nordic Museum memorial publication)
and British periodical journals such as The Studio and The
Artist. Additional to that she bought single copies of publications in German and French, exhibition catalogues,
church related booklets and other visual material such as
product images from Näfveqvarns styckebruk. A foundry
from the 15th century in Södermanland County which at
the time manufactured gardening and interior products
that could be found in many Swedish homes.
Why did Ottilia Adelborg collect all these images? And
where did she learn how to archive professionally? One
trace leads to her good friend Hans Hildebrand who was
the Swedish National Heritage Council (Riksantikvarie)
between 1884-1903. Hildebrand was also the chairman
of The Fredrika Bremer Association where her sister
Gertrud Adelborg, an important figure in the women’s
movement, was the Principal for twenty three years. Thus
there were several connection points and shared interests
between the two. They socialised in Stockholm where
the sisters were amidst a cultural circle of upper class and
highly educated people in the late 19th century.
The family moved from Karlskrona in 1866 to live with
relatives in Uppsala. This was due to the lack of money
when the father Bror Jacob Adelborg, a naval officer who
suddenly died soon after being appointed as a commander. Bror Jacob Adelborg was also a skilled illustrator, foremost known for drawings and paintings he made during a
notorious expedition to Latin America in 1840. The ship
never reached its destination and faced several bad incidents during the journey. The father was situated among
a succession of military officers who at the same time were
active as artists. Today, both Ottilia´s father and grandfather are represented at The Maritime Museum and The
National Museum in Stockholm.
Anne Marie Rådström, journalist and theatre director
who researched Ottilia Adelborg´s life story based on
her diaries and letters, points out that despite the lack of
money, the sisters managed to find support to complete

advanced education and got themselves professional careers. Ottilia studied in Stockholm, first at the Technical
School between 1876-78 and later at the Royal Academy
of Fine Arts between 1878-1884. The eldest sister, Maria
Adelborg, became a textile artist and leading designer for
the Association of Friends of Textile Art. Ottilia Adelborg
travelled abroad several times between 1886-1898, with
support from price money from Gertrud Adelborg´s Idun
award and capital donated by wealthy relatives. She foremost went to central Europe like France, Holland and
England. A handful of times she visited the South Kensington Museum in London. She kept writing her diary
through the various journeys; making notes to herself collecting impressions and experiences from different parts
of the world, just like her father.
The diary was probably a good way for Adelborg to organise her numerous ideas, as she writes about herself as
a rather careless person. Perhaps, collecting and organising images was also a way for her to structure her mind.
Philosopher and culture critic Walter Benjamin, contemporary with Adelborg, wrote in his never finished The Arcades Project about the city life in Paris in the 17th century,
describing collecting as “...a form of practical memory…”
and that “of all the profane manifestations of “nearness”
it is the most binding.” Perhaps images of windmills with
their symbolic references to holism, spiritual transformation and religion, reminded Adelborg about her faith and
her guiding principles.
There is one archive box labelled Unsorted which is interesting in comparison to the other ones. In the context
of organisation I imagine this box as a metaphor for an
unstructured mind. The box is filled with all kinds of clippings and images from different fields which yet haven´t
been transformed by Adelborg´s structuring formula.
Barbro Klein, ethnologist and folklorist, has written
about the cultural debate amongst upper class and cultural workers in the late 19th century in Sweden, which
the Adelborg sisters took part in. A protagonist at the
time was the influential philologist and folklore researcher Artur Hazelius. He founded the Nordic Museum in
Stockholm in 1873 and the neighbouring open-air museum Skansen in 1891. Institutions exhibiting typical life
in Sweden from different time periods and regions. At
the end of the century it was rather common amongst
Swedish museum creators to collaborate with social, economic, and aesthetic reformers. At the same time many
artists, like Adelborg, Carl and Karin Larsson, Emma
and Anders Zorn moved to Dalarna, inspired by national romantic ideas depicting the region as the core of
Swedish culture. However, the ideas of the influential
Arts and Crafts movement can sometimes be difficult to
distinguish from the general national romantic features
such as rustic materials, craftsmanship and authenticity.
According to Klein there was also a need amongst these
people in rescuing the old extinct culture; museums, artists, ethnologists, the homecraft movement, and the local
history movement together “...laid the foundation for a
heritage canon of folk objects with a recognizably “Swedish” flavour.” Adelborg´s extensive preservation work with
creating the Memory house in Gagnef in 1909 place itself amongst those ideas. This early open-air museum was
founded together with Clara Wahlström, Anna and Lotten Falk; old rural cabins on a hill exhibiting traditional
clothing and a plethora of historical cultural objects from
the peasant culture.
Truly, the currents of the time and her broad social network must have influenced her cross disciplinary way of
working; documenting old culture, working socially and
politically with strengthening women’s situation as well
contributing to a new field of children’s literature. Museum builders, cultural workers, scholars, protagonists
from the women’s movement and artist friends like Ellen
Jolin, Hilma af Klint and Hildegard Thorell, to name but
a few, were people she had an ongoing exchange with.
During the years, Adelborg developed an enthusiasm to
craft, education and children´s situation. Her engagement took the form of collective activities, social and
feministic deeds and writings yielding both children´s
books and novels. Her fascination for culture in a broad
sense reached beyond the nation border, which her archive boxes indicate. The box Exotic contains images of
Chinese art, mosques, Indian folk traditions and Haile
Selassie which also tells something about her interest in
spirituality, religion, mysticism and distant places. The
boxes named after countries highlights assorted characteristics that Adelborg associated with these countries, attributes she visualised in her compositions. Not so much
in her selection of images, but rather in her writings and
in a few newspaper captions in the boxes, one can discern
the prevailing nationalism and race-biological ideas circulating at the time.
In relation to Adelborg, it is probably more appropriate
to reflect upon an exoticization or a romantization of
people and places, which some of her fields of interests
can be associated with. At the same time Adelborg always
paid her models, she treated them with dignity and is acknowledged by others to have given their portraits inner
depth.

However, systems of classification could have their backsides and they need to be scrutinized, particularly if the
intention is to preserve and publicly represent a specific
image of the world where no other stories are being told.
For example, this view could be applied to archives which
The Oxford English Dictionary defines as collections of
historical documents or records providing information
about a place, institution, or a group of people. It is a
place where historical documents or records are kept. If
we compare Ottilia Adelborg´s Memory house with her
archive boxes, to me the Memory house, in a more direct way, produces information about a specific place and
group of people.
Perhaps my observation is due to the deeply rooted connection between museums and a systematic gathering of
artefacts. Although not all museums have physical, tangible collections today, some online museums rely on digital collections for instance. A museum collection is often
the foundation to the museum and can thus be understood to represent the institution’s identity. The collection
also defines what type of museum it is by its classificatory
terms such as “natural history”, “history” or ”contemporary art” etc. Hence, Ottilia Adelborg´s collection, the
boxes, can be viewed from the perspective of a museum
creator. If we use that idea- what type of museum would
then the boxes represent?
Although, the collecting, the work of categorising and
the preservation act are all present in the Memory house
and in the boxes, the latter ones are somewhat different
and rather connected to a personal logic than to a canon
of folk objects that Klein refers to. In what other way
can particular buildings, oak trees and ships make sense
together in an archive box? Except the visual expression
and the symbolic meaning which can be associated with
boats, they might as well be emotional references related
to her father. Through her diary we know she felt strongly
for him; the two were also interlinked through the artistry
they shared. In her home in Gagnef, in a door mirror in
the house, she had carved out and painted a characteristic
ship from Karlskrona (Blekingeskuta). Below she wrote:
“The ninth of May in 1908 the boat reached its port”.
This specific date most likely refers to the day when the
sisters moved into their own newly built house in Gagnef.
It was an important and exciting family moment which
Ottilia Adelborg might have associated with her father
coming home from his sailing trips. The images of oak
trees seem to have been collected due to their spiritual,
magical and religious connotations; she was faithful to
the church throughout her entire life.
Against the background of these ideas I would like to argue that the archival boxes were not aimed to be museum
objects, or to become official documents. In his Arcade
Projects, Benjamin asks himself rhetorically, - What is
this “completeness”? and answers: “It is a grand attempt
to overcome the wholly irrational character of the object’s mere presence at hand through its integration into
a new,[...] system: the collection.” He continues: “[...]
for the true collector, every single thing in this system
becomes an encyclopedia of all knowledge [...]. It is the
deepest enchantment of the collector to enclose the particular item within a magic circle, where, as a last shudder
runs through it [...], it turns to stone.”
Let it be that the boxes together carry an encyclopedic
ambition due to their references to various countries and
categories. Nevertheless, I see little intention in the collected material to constitute a completeness or an objective and representable “whole” of the world. Instead I see
an unfinished work based on collecting images and references in relation to subjective values. The way the paper
clippings are arranged and mounted points to an artistic
sensibility and to a satisfaction in spending time working
with this material. Therefore, I would rather approach the
boxes as some kind of a personal reference archive, or an
artist´s library with inspiration material. I find something
interesting occurring in the encounter between the systematic and professional method of archiving, the very
personal selection and treatment of images which could
only be created by Ottilia Adelborg; an artist who investigated different methods and blended visual aesthetic
qualities with personal references and current issues.
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Ottilia Adelborg Today:
Notes on Contemporary Art
and “Preposterous History”
Revisited
By Camilla Larsson
Let me start with the assumption that we are in the middle of a historiographical turn. Within visual art, artists
today work under the auspice of a certain “archival impulse”. They make art where material, objects, and information from past times are used as building stones. Artists search museums, archives, the Internet, storages, and
other places in order to dig out findings to re-activate.
Artists might change the context of the source of their
finding, they might rework it, or connect it with something seemingly different of kind – in order to suggest
new constellations – objective as well as speculative.
These artistic methods create artworks that might suggest
new ways to interpret the original source, and it might
even challenge preconceived ideas about knowledge, that
is, not only how knowledge as such is being conceptualized, but also how knowledge is gained and transmitted.
My intention is to throw out a question - what if the
less noticed Swedish artist, illustrator, and author Ottilia
Adelborg (1855-1936) would be the centre of attention
to artistic work? The question comes out of the fact that
the pilot residency-program GAIR started to invite artists
to travel, work and engage with the region of Swedish
Dalarna, where the work and biography of Ottilia Adelborg is situated.
I will look closer at the work by British artist Tacita Dean
and Swedish Malin Pettersson Öberg. They are a much
younger generation of artists, born in the 1960´ and 70´s,
compared to Adelborg. My aim is to single out a kind of
“artistic mode” that could be turned into an imaginative
dialogue with Adelborg. And why do this? Well, as you
will see, there is much these artists share over time and
space.
In order to imagine a dialogue between Ottilia Adelborg
and contemporary artists in the first place, I need to make
a conceptual manoeuvre. As Adelborg herself looked
back at old traditions and established a school, library,
and a museum to preserve and share knowledge, we must
shortly touch upon the ideas of chronology, linear and
progressive development, that is, the conviction that it
always gets better and people become more knowledgeable as time passes. Dutch scholar Mieke Bal unseats this
temporal relation by her idea of “preposterous history”.
Mieke Bal argues that what comes first – pre – could also
be an aftereffect – posterous – when dialogue is released
from the logic of causality. Something that couldn´t be
acknowledged at a certain time in history might appear
urgent and evident for later generations. By bringing up
the idea of preposterous history I don’t argue for being
a bad historian, and use history as a smorgasbord, but
rather to lean against philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche’s
idea of the eternal return, where time is cyclic rather than
linear, and where tendencies will recur from time to time.
Differently formulated, is it always that we have to learn
from history or could we through current art make a uturn and let history appear anew through the lens of what
we know today? And, at the same time – we have to make
sure to avoid naïve presentism where we value everything
in relation to current time as the righteous yardstick.
Let´s turn to Ottilia Adelborg. I have selected parts of her
biography and work that will guide us to the contemporary artists and then again back to Adelborg. In Fröken
Ottil, by author and historian Anne Marie Rådström, we
get a lively impression of Adelborg´s childhood´s Karlskrona in the 1850´s. Adelborg’s father was a commander
working at the naval dock, an exceptional international
milieu. Her father travelled the world and brought back
books, magazines, and interior design, mainly from the
British islands. At the age of nine Ottilia and her older
sisters became fatherless, and the loss, she expressed later
in life, shaped her fundamentally. When moving with
her family to Uppsala and later to Stockholm, she always
dreamt of her childhood city of Karlskrona “with the
proximity to the ocean, the wind and the broad streets”.

For many years Adelborg, as the youngest daughter, took
care of her mother and the household. Even if she got
herself an art education she had to struggle hard to maintain it while being occupied with household work. When
her mother passed away, Adelborg expressed in a diary
entry a great relief – now she could finally start to live
her life. Those feelings were met by surprise and censorship by her contemporaries. It wasn’t something a woman
should feel, but one should rather give in to compassion
and self-denial. In her diary and letter correspondence,
Adelborg´s self doubt was also something that reappeared. A lack of confidence that could have kept her in
the safe and small circle of the family, but that feeling was
later in life transformed into great activity.
We don’t know much about Adelborg´s psychic life, and
my intention is not to speculate, but as we know from her
contemporaries – Sigmund Freud, founder of psychoanalysis, and historian and philosopher Walter Benjamin,
but also from the Swedish historian of ideas Karin Johannisson – people suffering from melancholia show signs
of self-doubt and confidence, being in a creative state of
the mind turning between darkness and light, exaltation
and stillness. Johannisson also discussed the melancholic
character as assigned to the artist. To some extent it is a
worn out cliché, but I insist that today it holds an ethic.
We do need to learn how to doubt again, especially talking from the position of the global North, from where
we historically have imposed our ideas and know-how on
the Other.
Ottilia Adelborg´s walks had many times taken her to
Skansen and its small grey cottages from Dalarna. After
the death of her mother, she got herself a summerhouse
in Gagnef in Dalarna. She, as many with her, was under
the influence of Artur Hazelius and his work to establish a
museum complex in the middle of Stockholm. At Skansen the core of Swedish folk culture would be on display
in order to teach the Swedes about themselves. Author
and historian Anne Marie Rådström calls this “Dala Romanticism”. It was highly prevalent at the time because
Dalarna was seen as more beautiful aesthetically and culturally advanced than many other Swedish regions.
When travelling in Dalarna, in great contrast to the ideal
construction of the open-air museum of Skansen, Adelborg faced the intrusion of modern life where industrial
manufactured objects started to replace the handmade.
This second loss, after the loss of her father, made her
mournful, again. Although, lucky financial circumstances
made it possible for her to act. Together with close female
friends she could build up a small-scale enterprise. So, beside her own artistic practice and books for children and
adults, she also started a school for lace making, where
the workers got education and a library, and she started a
museum - Minnesstugan.
I find it peculiar, that she established the museum in Gagnef for the locals, and not more central. Additionally, she
urged the local residents to bring in goods, not only relying on professionals in ethnology, about to be established
as an academic discipline at that time. Adelborg rather acknowledged the potential in the local knowledge in craft,
traditions, oral storytelling, rhymes, and songs. And, as
a foreigner she depicted the people in her art and illustrations trying to catch the particular feature of Dalarna,
but also the particularities of individuals underneath folk
costumes. Barbro Klein has for instance acknowledged
Adelborg´s peculiar sensitivity for depicting human beings, especially children – floating away in daydreams or
showing hesitation to the world of adults. Klein compared
Adelborg to other illustrators working within museums
and ethnology whom showed more interest in depicting
textile patterns, clothing, and the material culture. Adelborg managed to do both.
Adelborg was living at the turn of the twentieth century
when urgent questions regarding heritage and preservations, political and civil rights for women, children, and
workers, emancipation and education, were in the air.
She was surrounded by many intellectual and powerful
people with whom she collaborated on these issues. What
stands out is her ability to combine so many roles from a
wide variety of disciplines – an artist, author, illustrator,
care taker of heritage, in comparison to today´s professionalization. And importantly, Adelborg´s many roles
were fuelled by not only ethos and pathos, but also the
power to act. This is what we today call cross-disciplinary
work.

Let’s get back to the initial question – what if
Ottilia Adelborg would be the subject for artistic revisionist work, how could we imagine this dialogue between peers? A dialogue requires some sort of meeting,
which could be physical and happen when one travel, like
the people Adelborg met on her travels, locally in Sweden
and internationally, and a dialogue requires some sort of
communication – like the exchange of written statements
in letters.
The modes of travelling and letter writing guided me to
the artists Tacita Dean and Malin Pettersson Öberg. They
work with travels, correspondences, and cultural identities as motif and artistic method. My main interest is how
these two artists today engage with history – that is how
documents, objects, events, and persons from past times
are being used as a certain material. We will see that documents are mixed with fiction; they are reworked, and recontextualized in order to point both back and forward
in time.
Let’s turn back to current time and Tacita Dean’s installation and film Girl Stowaway from 1994. The piece takes
us to port Lincoln in Australia, where the journey starts.
A photograph was found by the artist, hidden between
the pages of a book she bought. On the backside of the
photo she read “Girl Stowaway”.
Girl Stowaway weaves together two different journeys and
two different travelers: the real, illegal journey from Port
Lincoln to Falmouth in England undertaken in the 1930s
by the young woman Jean Jeinnie, and the very different
journey taken by the artist herself in her attempt to reconstruct the details of Jeinnie’s voyage. The piece consists of
the display of a film taken from a boat by sea, newspaper
articles relating to the event, a sleeve of the David Bowie
record “Jean Genie” - a tribute to Jean Genet, its title a
strange homonym of the girl´s name and the name of
the French author; the cover of Death Watch, a play by
Jean Genet; a postcard of the ship, Herzogin Cecilie on a
beach in England where the boat was wrecked.
None of this has much to do with an investigative report.
And while each element is related to one of the two journeys, the links between them are a series of coincidences
that tell us a lot more about the way a subject’s imagination is structured, by echoes and correspondences, than
they do about the passenger herself. The backstory is
equally fascinating as the free ride of Stowaway Girl.
Dean was instantly attracted to the image she found in
the book. She took it with her on a trip to Glasgow, and
when letting her hand-luggage thru the x-ray machine, it
just disappeared. Then quite mysteriously, a week later,
she got a phone call that informed her that the bag was
found at Dublin airport.
She thought about asking a journalist to write
an article of complaint,
even though nothing was
stolen, but then she decided to write the newspaper article herself telling the story of how the
stolen bag containing the
stowaway’s picture had
made its way to Dublin
by this circuitous route.
She printed it in the style
of the Guardian. At the
Tacita Dean, Girl Stowaway, 1994.
same time she wanted
to make a parallel article
in the style of the period that she imagined the girl had
stowed away in. When she got in contact with the local newspaper in Falmouth, and told them she wanted to
fabricate an article about the stowaway, they actually had
a record of her arriving in Falmouth on the Herzogin Cecilie in 1928; and then the name of the girl was revealed
– Jean Jeinnie.
After that, Dean decided to take it even further and fabricated a film with a windup Kodak camera of the girl,
with the acting of someone who looked a bit like her. The
most extraordinary thing is that while filming the piece,
the Guardian published a photograph of Starehole Bay
where the boat actually sank, showing the wreck of Herzogin Cecilie. And within Tacita Dean´s own narrative,
the whole thing beginning with her fabricating an article
from the Guardian, the circle was now being closed.

in rock music. The piece makes me reflect on the very
power of displaying objects and material culture, inscribing them in a larger narrative of cultural identity, which
influence us on the level of emotional and psychic desire
for roots and stable ground to rest upon. Dalarnas Museum is involved in constructing and confirming a very
specific local identity, not the heterogeneous identities
found in the streets, but the very one that Adelborg was
part of constructing. It was an identity that was supposed
to speak for the whole of Sweden, in line with National
Romanticism.

is political - without slogans and placards but with the
heartfelt words of lovers.
Mirroring the work of the artists, I would like to end by
again turning to Nietzsche. He singles out different relationships to history. He says that you either stagnate by
only looking backwards impressed by the masterpieces by
previous generations, preserving them in museums and
archives, or you can put yourself to work. That would be
to collect the fragments of knowledge, experiences, and
impressions from past times, and join them together in a
plastic force, healing wounds and build for the future. We
can learn from the artists that strive in their work in the
mode of what Nietzsche would call a critical relationship
to history.

Tacita Dean, Girl Stowaway, 1994.

Tacita Dean sets off on this journey following in the
step of the young girl disappearing at sea - documents
of historical event are mixed with fiction. While watching the hypnotic film, I’m loosing the grip of time. The
piece points both back and forward timewise. Gradually
it dissolves my conception of linearity, in favour for an experience of time passing, of duration. The sea itself, with
waves coming and going, has been described by poets and
philosophers to be out of time. The sea disrupts human
time. With its back and forth, it has also been said to set
free emotions like melancholy – with its dual nature –
there are negative and positive aspects alternating, creating rhythms of both pleasure and despair. This oscillating
has been said to set off reflectivity, and that is at the heart
of melancholia.
In Fröken Ottil Rådström speaks of the new sea Ottilia
Adelborg found in the vast field of Gagnefslätten. It reminded her of the coast of Blekinge, but here the wind
made waves in the different types of grain. One can´t but
wonder what really drove Adelborg to her great achievement. What was she searching for all of her life? With
roots cut from early age she seemed to have gotten the
ability to create exceptional work that reached much further than her own person and family. Dean´s commitment to trace a journey she can´t know anything about,
by hopelessly piecing together fragments of historical
facts, would find fruitful grounds if entering a dialogue
with the dedicated character of Ottilia Adelborg. Dean
might be a mourner herself and what has been said of
the melancholic character is that their early loss could be
turned into painful but committed work that eventually
will transform and heal.
With Malin Pettersson Öberg another journey is introduced. She went back twice to her hometown of Falun
in Dalarna to work site-specific. One commission got her
into a dialogue with Dalarnas museum and the result was
Untitled (Dalarna). Another piece called Correspondences,
commissioned by the exhibition project Eternal Return,
was made by quotes of letters sent between the author
Selma Lagerlöf and her beloved friend Sophie Elkan.
Untitled (Dalarna) consists of 30 quotes from literary
sources printed on wooden signs, spread out in museum
rooms of Dalarnas Museum, creating an alternative sign
system to the one already existing. The quotes are not
directly commenting on what you see, but address larger
issues on the underlying mechanism of collecting as such.
One sign says:
How many forgotten paintings and sculptures
are there for each painting that makes a career
for itself in the colour reproductions of the
standard works of art history?
The different voices, from writers like Walter Benjamin,
writings on museum praxis by Tony Bennett and Douglas
Crimp, philosopher Theodor Adorno, and the phantasmagorical features of found objects expressed by the surrealists, all these quotes, fragments pieced together, both
affirm and question museum practice as we know it. The
work doesn’t provide neither easy solutions nor easy critique, but by attentive editing Malin Pettersson Öberg
teases out fundamental human desire for gathering objects and material culture from past times. The collector
as a figure, or metaphor for museums at the level of society, is both a sad one and one that keeps reflecting on the
past.
For me the quotes altogether estrange and sharpen my
view on the collection of the museum – objects such as
the Dala horse, paintings with curbits ornamentation,
folk art, folk music and its contemporary counterpart

Utan titel (Dalarna) / Untitled (Dalarna), 2013. Exhibition view Dalarnas museum, Falun. Photo: Malin Pettersson Öberg.

Korrespondenser (Correspondences), 2009. Exhibition view Magasinet, Falun. Photo: Malin Pettersson Öberg.

Utan titel (Dalarna) / Untitled (Dalarna), 2013. Exhibition view Dalarnas museum, Falun. Photo: Malin Pettersson Öberg.

Today we have seen how conservative forces manipulate
this national narrative into narrow, one-sided arguments
in political debate on migration. So there is an ethic
coming with artists opening up for dialogues with various kinds of institutions working in the realm of identity
construction. And because artists often highlight the very
aspect of processes of construction and negotiation, reflection and action might come about.
What is most striking with Correspondences is the change
of scale and context. The most intimate notes sent from
one to another, sharing of doubts and strong feelings, is
made public. And what happens when intimacy is being
displaced in the realm of public domain? The artist let us
share those sentences collectively, which creates a heightened sensibility. And this kind of sharing is not driven by
an intention to stir up emotions, but rather to urge for a
quiet reflection. The reflection is promoted by reading
only fragments of the conversation, which make you fill
in what was written between the lines; it triggers you to
use your imagination. What is also set into work is your
ability of empathy, reading about doubt, love, and longing. The work sets the emotional life, mind and body free,
as you start to wonder as you wander about the space of
the exhibition hall, when you walk between the textile
banners taking you from the dark and intimate interiors
to the outside into the lively city. The artwork makes you
reflect as you pass by, by foot or by train, leaving or heading for someone dear. Heading into the future with words
echoing from past generations.
The essay introduced a dialogue over time and space
with Ottilia Adelborg, Tacita Dean and Malin Pettersson
Öberg as peers. They could meet because the idea of preposterous history cancelled out chronology and causality
for a moment. In the biography and work of Adelborg I
singled out two themes – travels and correspondences –
that took us to the vast ocean between Australia and the
British Islands where Tacita Dean was weaving together
facts and fiction using the method of chance while searching for a young girl on a long journey.
The itinerary of letter writing took us back to Dalarna.
Malin Pettersson Öberg unfolded a letter correspondence, that between lovers, and the intimate politics of
sexual identity. With the sheets of bed linen mirroring
the paper sheets of the letter correspondence we got to
read about desire. By changing the context we also experienced anew the motto of feminist struggle – the personal

Korrespondenser (Correspondences), 2009. Exhibition view Magasinet, Falun. Photo: Malin Pettersson Öberg.

To state it differently – I propose that we can learn from
the artists that we must forget that we can´t turn back
time, that would be to let yourself get tied back by the severe loss, but through the act of mournful work, coloured
by grey melancholy, we can enter a dialogue with past
times and form what will come. There is time to forget
and there is time to remember, as Nietzsche said in his
Untimely Meditations.
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Ottilia Adelborg,
Para-archivist
by Jacek Smolicki
Elegant women in hats, ancient Greek sculptures frozen
in canonic postures, ornamental chairs, thrones and tables long retired from their mundane duties. Oak trees,
vases, horses and skilled hands at work. Boats, children,
castles, and churches. Wealth, poverty, tradition, and
progress. Empathy, curiosity, sentiment, and uncertainty. Appreciation, respect, ignorance, and fear. What do
these themes, feelings, attributes, and attitudes have in
common? Could these disparate earthly realms reflected
in Ottilia Adelborg’s careful arrangements of newspaper
clippings establish any relations apart from the framework of her diligent passion to delineate and categorize;
beyond her para-archival fever? Why did specifically these
and not other dimensions of her own and others’ lives
draw so much of her attention? Who was this impenetrable constellation of minuscule gazes into her time and
space intended for? Was it at all envisaged to have value
to anyone besides her? Can we even describe her passionately assembled boxes in terms of an archive?
I would like to suggest that Ottilia Adelborg’s work presented in this publication lends itself to be described in
terms of para-archiving, a term I used earlier in another
text dedicated to the changing nature of personal archives caused by technological transformations (Smolicki
2017). There I suggested to perceive para-archiving as a
practice of single-handedly and systematically performing
a durational project with an aim to voluntarily record and
preserve one’s situated insight into a subject of particular
interest, a period of time, an aspect of everyday life or
some cultural phenomenon at a verge of disappearance.
With this term, my intention has been to pluralize the
way that we typically approach, talk about and problematize archives and archiving practices. By recognizing
the archival agency among individuals (artists, amateur
collectors, rag-pickers) dedicated to the consistent, vital
and passionate collecting and organizing of selected excerpts from everyday culture that one is immersed in, I
proposed to see para-archiving as a conceptual and practical challenge to the predominant, cold, analytical modes,
techniques and aesthetics through which authorities,
established memory institutions and state-run archives
write, articulate and preserve history. However, what in
particular motivated me to work with this concept and
explore alternate modes of constructing such para-archival accounts was the present techno-cultural condition in
which capturing and archiving have become irreducible
and inescapable components of everyday life.

thing more than the momentary pleasure, immediate
gratification and a sense of a continuous connection with
the distant world. This is why, possibly, the concept of
para-archiving and its manifestation in Ottilia Adelborg’s
project, might become a source of inspiration and productive speculation on practices of archiving alternative
to those dominant at the given moment.

The medium of photography and film opened possibilities to record more details than the textual accounts did.
The camera lens allowed for a multitude of dimensions
and narratives to be captured at once; while transferring
a significant part of interpretative power to the viewer it
simultaneously jeopardized the selective function of the
archivist’s mind and eye.

The emergence of Ottilia Adelborg’s interest in collecting
and preserving elements of material culture, both in her
immediate vicinity and through media representations arriving at her hands via press materials from distant lands,
coincides with the reconfiguration of the archive and consequently archiving practices taking place at the turn of
the 20th century. An array of changes at the time (technological, political, economic and social, to name a few)
jeopardized the traditional archive or, at the least, significantly challenged the way that its meaning, significance,
and function were comprehended and debated. However,
it would be an unjustifiable oversight to assume that before the 20th century the archive as a concept, site, and
apparatus of control remained somewhat still, passive,
motionless and that the discussions around its role had
been inanimate. Rather, over the centuries the archive has
been and continuously is subject to a constant motion
and reinterpretation. Consequently, against the archive’s
stereotypical connotations with the latent, obscure, withdrawn and lifeless, we shall speak of the uncertain, wavering and erratic as terms much more capable of exposing
the archive’s inherently ambivalent nature.

This re-opening of historical imagination and the challenging of the archivist’s role became intensified even
more along with the democratization of recording devices
and their growing presence among mass audiences. The
growth of literacy in terms of the use of not only textual
media, but now portable cameras and tape recorders, required a new approach to documentation and archiving.
Questions arose quickly as to the broader cultural value
of the multitude of subjective, micro-historical accounts
constructed by regular citizens thanks to, for example,
low-cost photo cameras such as the Kodak Brownie
(Jarzombek 2001). Paula Amad described these early
photo and more specifically cinematic documentary
practices in terms of counter-archiving (2010). Her term
reflects not only the radical shift towards the new medium of record but, what is more important, transition in
the thinking of what the very subject of documentation
and preservation is or can be. The relative simplicity of
recording technologies, their immediacy, and wide distribution among regular citizens, caused that the daily,
mundane, ephemeral and precarious gained recognition
as a relevant subject of historical representation, subsequently challenging or even overruling the dominance
of unique, noble, sensational and exceptional representations. For example, in France, drawing on this wave of
technological developments, a philanthropist and former
banker Albert Kahn embarked on an ambitious project to
construct the most detailed photo and film documentation of world cultures.

If in the past archiving has been performed by trained
experts and historians, today it happens automatically,
ever more often for the immediate benefit of not only the
capturing and archiving subjects but also (or some would
argue primarily) tech-corporations and their political allies. In the context of the immediacy with which people
produce, mediate and consume digital memories today,
the idea of leaving behind a meaningful legacy for posterity becomes contested.

Perhaps, the reading of the archive as a lifeless entity
might be defended, provided that we limit its definition
to the one prevalent in the 18th century. In his book Big
Archive, Art from Bureaucracy, Sven Spieker reminds us
that archives of the 18th century were primarily instruments for accumulating and organizing bureaucratic
documents (2008). Due to the proliferation of printed
matter, institutions confronted a need to organize the
outcomes of their increasingly bureaucratized practices.
Consequently, archives became sites enabling institutions
to maintain their legitimacy, managerial efficiency, and
continuity. Such textual archives were closed, sealed off
from the public gaze and of mere interest to the very institutions that conceived of them in the first place. The
19th century is a witness to the further expansion of archival practices; it is the time when the role of the archive
changes from it being a dormant and concealed time
capsule to a workshop of the historian. It is in the 19thcentury archive where, as Spieker asserts, the history was
believed to have been writing itself through the gradual
sedimentation of its recorded traces. It also comes as no
surprise that the emergence of the archive-based historiography coincides with the rise of geological sciences
and their preoccupation with the analysis of geological
strata against which one can better trace the passage of
time. Bernard Stiegler would argue that it is precisely
this ability to conceive of external records, and the use
of material affordances to exteriorize and internalize organic memory, what differentiate humans from all the
other species on the planet (2010). In other words, the
act of archiving - construction, continuous improvement
and then reliance on non-organic memory aids - enables
cultural evolution which complements or eventually even
surpasses the biological one.

Due to the increasing ubiquity of capturing technologies
in all domains of private and public life, whether we want
or not, our lives are subject to continuous documentation
and archiving, way beyond the scope of our intention and
perception. On the one hand, we deliberately capture
memories, take snapshots of our lives which gradually
sediment to archives that can be resorted to at will. On
the other hand, simple and voluntary acts of mediating
our captured memories simultaneously constitute layers
of archival traces far beyond our awareness. With mobile
phones in our pockets, fitbits on our arms, automated
appliances in our smart homes and smart cities, our everyday lives are being continuously tracked, recorded and
archived. But the archive of today is no longer built of
long corridors, heavy shelves and dusted folders with textual documents; it has transfigured into an unimpeded
flow of data and meta-data streams made of snapshots,
IP addresses, URL paths of visited web pages, digital imprints of cashless transactions, GPS coordinates of our
whereabouts, characters of text messages and emoticons
ever more increasingly replacing the aforementioned
characters. Against this scenario of capture-all-culture,
the question one may ask here concerns alternative, attentive and actively performed archival projects intended
for someone more than the self and motivated by some-

As I mentioned earlier, the beginning and first several
decades of the 20th century marked yet another instance
of this ongoing reconfiguration of the archive as the external residence of the human memory. The main actor
of this shift was (again) the progress of technological developments, in particular, those concerned with optical
recording techniques. Given the continued dominance of
texts in the mid 19th-century archives, towards the end
and at the beginning of the 20th century archives widened their scope to include also mechanically conceived
and reproduced visual representations such as photography and film. This widening, however, did not happen
without turbulence. The grounds of the archivist, long
accustomed to his [sic] stable conventions and routines,
began to shake. The arrival of photography and cinematography disrupted the archival rigour opening a pandora
box from which numerous questions began to radiate
concerning the notion of historical truth, its dependence on the medium through which it gets to be transmitted as well as who (or what) should be entitled (and
permitted) to construct archival accounts of historical
value. In other words, ideas of the passive, linear accumulation of time became radically contested and challenged by fragmentation, contingency, multi-subjectivity,
characteristics introduced by photo and film cameras.

Kahn’s Archives de la Planète comprised footage from all
around the world, depicting, with a particular attention,
everyday lives of vulnerable communities. The project attempted to preserve their traditions, customs, and rituals
whose dynamics were increasingly jeopardized by quickly
intensifying mechanization and modernization engendered by the industrial revolution. What is striking in
Kahn’s project, but also in similar ones emerging at the
time or soon after (such as the Mass Observation movement in the UK), is the use of the mass-produced camera,
one of the products of the industrial revolution, to document and preserve that which the very revolution had
been eroding. In this sense, the camera became a weapon
against disruptive impacts of the industrial revolution
on the rhythms, conducts, and practices of everyday life.
However, there is the other side of Kahn’s project which is
more problematic. While bringing attention towards local communities in distant parts of the world, the project
did not avoid exoticizing them. Even though the primary
intention was to genuinely record, include and recognize
without any biases that which was different and soon to
be gone, Archives de la Planète simultaneously recorded
and preserved the inherently persistent traces of colonial
and imperialist aspirations of the elites. What is meant
here is that although performed single-handedly and
with best intentions, the idea of forging and then bringing visual representations of distant cultures into one site
(Paris) did not seem to differ much from the established
anthropological and ethnographic methods and practices
performed by dominant state institutions, museums, and
science departments of universities. Thus, despite the best
intentions to break out from traditional ways of observing and archiving, Archives de la Planète unconsciously
(and inevitably) framed and transmitted some aura of the
dominant modes through which one attended to and represented the Other at the time.
A similar observation can be made in relation to Ottilia
Adelborg’s project. Although her archival boxes comprise
visual material which is not made on purpose but rather
clipped from existing newspapers, magazines and journals, the very way that she categorizes them by regions
and countries reflects her interest in mapping and organizing a total view of the world, another archive of the
planet. An impression of her trying to get a grasp of the
world and control its image is unavoidable.
But what we see in her boxes is certainly something more:
it is a particular entanglement of two parallel accounts.
On the one hand, we encounter her personality encapsulated in and expressed through the carefully selected snippets of newspapers depicting subjects she was genuinely
interested in studying. On the other hand, beyond this

personal dimension, we confront fragments of the visual
language and textual style dominant in the press at the
time.
Thus, Adelborg’s boxes serve as two-way mirrors. They
reflect the author’s sensitivity and personal interests on
the one hand and predominant styles of representing
cultures in media on the other. This is perhaps where
the para-archival aspect of her work gains its particular
strength. The personal and broader, cultural dimensions
operate in tandem refusing any possibility to be too easily
dissected. For Adelborg the boxes might have functioned
primarily as idiosyncratic methods for maintaining the
relationship with the outside world from which she
had intentionally withdrawn. They might have formed
a conceptual backdrop, a large scale firmament against
which she could scale her existence down to the levels
of her local milieu, become more deeply in tune with it.
Lastly, her para-archival practice might have been a result of seeking some stability in the increasingly insecure
world. Parallel to these aspects, for us equipped with the
privilege of hindsight, the carefully preserved excerpts
of her time also constitute a subject of critical reflection
over the norms, conducts and practices of everyday life,
both dominant and at risk of disappearance; norms and
frames from which escaping could have been impossible,
even if one decided to leave the rushed currents of the
cosmopolitan life and seek shelter at the outskirts.
Beyond controversies around some of the representations preserved by Adelborg and her often ambiguous
attitude to them, they certainly evoke reflections that
can be productively extrapolated onto our times. For example, we might search in Adelborg’s boxes a hint for
how to achieve a degree of diligence in constructing a
personalized view of the world, overpopulated today by
media representations assaulting one’s perception from
any possible direction. We might turn to her practice to
rethink our own modes of engaging in media cultures,
explore new ways of creatively and critically navigating
through the abundance of media representations, mindfully engaging in the art of excerpting as to construct a
para-archival account informative beyond our individual
lifespans. We can search in Adelborg’s boxes suggestions
for how to negotiate between passion, critical awareness,
and ethical consideration when assembling personal legacies in parallel to the ever more busy and fragmented
currents of our everyday lives. A critical attendance to
her project might provoke the viewer to recognize his/
her own embeddedness in, arguably, an inescapable network of norms, conventions, social, technological, and
ideological templates. The result of such an attentive encounter with her (and other, similar projects) might help
one acknowledge the working of these templates on us
and, perhaps, para-archive them as to consciously prepare material for reflection and critique to be enacted by,
hopefully, inquisitive posterity.
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